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Issues and  challenges :

• Approximation of functions and appropriate well 
approximable function and operator classes .

•Linear operator theory, numerical implementations and 
scaling to very high dimensions .

•Automated microlocal frequency analysis and optimization 
of field interactions , integrated with machine learning.

•Fundamental high dimensional phenomenology ,and 
properties of restriction of trigonometric functions to 
subsets.

•Geometry of sets as it relates to analysis.



Fundamental Approximation Questions in Higher 
Dimensions (or even in low dimensions for highly 
complex functions).    Current data collection 
capabilities and with the need to manipulate 
efficiently  complex oscillations require 
effective approximations in which the complexity 
of the method does not grow exponentially with 
the dimension.



The geometric analysis of the acoustic potential requires detailed 
effective Field  interactions between regions on on the curve. 

The first approximation is given by geometric optics ,or Billiards and is 
Obtained automatically through orchestration. This detailed geometry is 
reflected in eigenvector structure. Our task is to “automate” microlocal 
analysis
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Double layer potential operator on an ellipse , following the 
nonstandard representation of Laurent Demanet using 
oscillatory atoms.



Acoustic scattering matrix off an ellipse ,while dense ,the 
number of parameters (features) needed to describe it is 
small.each box encapsulates geometric optics interaction.

The same 
analysis
could be otained 
by local SVD 
analysis to track
rank of 
interactions
The rank is one 
at the geometric
optic level
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One of the main challenges in the current digital age , 
involves our ability to analyze and regress , or interpolate 
“complex” functions. 
The difficulty stems from high variability and the lack of 
efficient tools to analyze and synthesize . 

Over the last few years we have seen emerge a range of 
nonlinear methods , some in the context of classical 
analysis , some in the context of machine learning and high 
dimensional functions .

Our goal is to tell a story in the classical context of 
holomorphic functions , linking the approach to neural 
nets and machine learning .
We start with a natural nonlinear generalization of 
Fourier series . The so called “unwinding 
decomposition”.



We  elaborate on a quest by Grossmann and Morlet to obtain a 
mutiscale decomposition of the Hardy spaces of holomorphic 
functions in the upper half plane.



A door was opened through the following algorithm 



Malmquist Takanaka bases, these were discovered 
independently about 100 years ago, 
Given any sequence of complex numbers an in the unit disk if

Then we get an orthonormal basis of L2 as follows

Similarly in the upper half plane , if                          diverges then

We get an orthonormal basis for any ordering of the zeroes  

This is clear since multiplication by B is the orthogonal projection 
on the subspace of H2 functions vanishing on an





In this factorization of F as BG,  the only assumption is that B has 
modulus one on the circle, this implies that each term in the expansion 
is orthogonal to all preceding terms , moreover the residual last term of 
an expansion of length n has a Taylor expansion starting with degree> 
n , we prove that the residual converges to 0 in           
faster than the corresponding residual for the Fourier series.

H p   for   1<p<∞







Observe that the preceding construction has a very simple 
geometric interpretation,  F belongs to the subspace
The next term 
Belongs to the space
etc.
This is a version of projection pursuit algorithms , where 
we have a “Library“ of functions
(here Blaschke products ) and we seek an efficient 
representation of a given function  by library elements.
Similar methods for localized Fourier modes or wavelet 
packets are used extensively in signal processing .
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F − F,B1 B1

B1B2Η
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The frequency resolution  obtained through unwinding enables much 
better estimation of Doppler effect in situation when the velocity we are 
measuring causes little frequency shift , the following result of Dennis 
Healy shows the advantage of using unwinding for measuring velocity of 
blood flow with ultrasound.               

The unwinding shift is steady .







We see that  the zeroes of the Blaschke product 
capture the singular oscillations of the function . 



The analysis of  singular oscillations described above, each 
zero of the first Blaschke term is at the tip of the curved 
droplet, its distance from the top is 1/ (frequency)1/2



Blaschke products on the Half space are similar .  The corresponding theorem is 

φn (x) = 1
π

x − aj
x − aj0≤ j<n

∏
⎛

⎝⎜
⎞

⎠⎟
1

x − an
    forms an orthonormal basis of H2   if      

ℑaj
1+ | aj |2j≥0

∑

In particular if we pick the hyperbolic grid aj
n = 2n ( j + i),   j∈!

We can construct  an orthonormal wavelet basis as follows

Let  Gn (x) = ( j − i
j + ij≤n

∏ )( x − j − i
x − j + i

) = Γ(−i − n)
Γ(i − n)

Γ(x − n + i)
Γ(x − n − i)

and G(x)= ( j-i
j+ij∈!

∏ )( x-j-i
x-j+i

) = sinπ (i − x)
sinπ (i + x)

 represents the whole Blaschke product

   Let       φ(x − n) = ( Γ(i − n)
Γ(−i − n)

) Gn (x)
π (x − (n +1)+ i),and Δ(x) = G

n<0
∏ (2n x)  

Then   for  φ(x) = Γ(x −1+ i)
πΓ(x − i)

.  φ(2n x + j)Δ(2n x) is the desired wavelet basis

= ∞



The scaling function (Projector)  on three 
levels for the holomorphic wavelets



Iterated systems and  wavelet bases , on the disk.
Relation with deep neural networks

consider     z1− az
1− az

= β1(z)

define      βn+1(z) = βn (β1(z))
βn (z)  is a Blaschke product with   2n   zeroes  generating a corresponding 

MT basis 

It is easy to prove that this gives an orthonormal basis, a 
multiscale basis.  More generaly the composition of two inner 
functions is an inner function , generating a dynamical system 
on the disc, with invariant orbit on the  circle .  





The binary tree generated by iterating  8 times  B(z)=z z − .a
1− az

  for  a=.5+.1i

The zeroes of this Blaschke product are at the bottoms of each droplet, the corresponding orthogonal 
"wavelets basis" are the partial Blaschke products .  

V1

V2



Multi scale tree generated  by iterating   z2 1− az
1− az

= β1(z)



The function

Mapped to the unit disk



The iteration of the preceding Blaschke product



Consider the analogous situation in the upper half plane z=x+iy,  y>0
A Blaschke product  with zeros at  ak =α k + iβk

is given as
z −  ak

z −  akk
∏ = B(z),     on the real axis  B(x)= eiϕ (x )

where  ϕ '(x) =
k
∑ βk

π[(x −α k )
2 + βk

2 ]
> 0

 ϕ(x) =
−∞

x

∫
k
∑ βk

π[(t −α k )
2 + βk

2 ]
dt = σ ( x −α k

βkk
∑ )    

σ (x)=arctg(x)+π /2 is a "sigmoid"
This is precisely a Neural Net representation of the phase
 







The functions we encounter in applications that need to be synthesized are not 
necessarily complicated , but don’t fit the classical mold
An simple example of such a function defined on the unit cube in 

This could represent  the age of a cell , based on twelve specific markers.
The point is to extrapolate this function from a limited number of samples,
The conventional approach is to use            samples.1012

R12









Corresponds to a cover of frequency 
domain by scaled boxes

A more general cover in local 
diadic squares in space (local 
sines) or frequency (wavelet-
packets)
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